[Behavioral analysis of chronic exposure to diphenylarsinic and associated influence on central nervous systems].
It has been clinically reported that chronic exposure to diphenylarsinic acid (DPAA) induced prominent cerebellar symptoms in apartment building residents in Kamisu, Japan. The aim of the present study was then to investigate the effect of chronic treatment with DPAA on the central motor impairment in mice. In the present study, we found that chronic in vivo exposure to a high dose of DPAA induced motor impairment in adult mice. This impairment was reversed by withdrawal following chronic DPAA treatment. The [35S]GTPgammaS binding assay showed the down-regulation of the dopamine receptor function in the striatum in adult mice treated with DPAA. We also found that neonatal exposure to a low dose of DPAA induced motor learning impairment in mice. Furthermore, treatment with an extremely low dose of DPAA caused the activation of caspase-3, the increase in glial fibrillary acidic protein-like immunoreactivity (IR) and the reduction in levels of myelin-associated glycoprotein-IR in mouse cerebellum neuron/glia co-cultures. In addition, we found that neonatal exposure to a low dose of DPAA induced anxiogenic behavior in a plus maze in mice. Taken together, these results suggest that chronic treatment with DPAA may induce motor impairment in adult mice. Moreover, neonatal exposure to DPAA leads to the irreversible motor impairment associated with abnormalities in the cerebellum.